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 The goal of this analysis was to determinate probability of matching gamma  by 

VETO using data from 2
nd

 Snake scan.   

 

1 Probability of direct matching gamma by VETO  
  

 In snake scan conditions we will have direct matching of VETO by beam photons.

  

 To select data we applied the following cuts: 

1) exactly one hit in TRIGTHIT bank with id=1 (MOR) and time within ±20ns  

 banks->TRIGTHIT -> trigthit[i].id==1; 

abs(banks->TRIGTHIT -> trigthit[i].t)<20; 

 

2) exactly one cluster in calorimeter with energy between 0.8 and 8.0 GeV 

 banks->HYCALCLUSTER -> bank.nrow==1; 

0.8 GeV < banks->HYCALCLUSTER->hycalcluster[i].E < 8.0 GeV; 

 

3) exactly one reconstructed TAGGER hit within ±20ns time  

banks->TAGM_LR->bank.nrow==1; 

abs(banks->TAGM_LR->tagm_lr[i].t)<20; 

 

4) cluster energy corresponds tagger energy 

abs(cluster_energy/tagger_energy – 1)<0.1; 

 

5) HyCal energy corresponds cluster energy 

energy_hycal - E_cl < 0.20 GeV. 

 

 In analysis each event was checked for VETO status. Existent VETO statuses 

(according to new VETO code written by Yang) presented in tab. 1. 
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Table 1. VETO statuses and their description.  

Veto 

status 

Description 

-1 No information from VETO, no match 

0 VETO has some information from another counters, no match 

1 x matching only 

2 x matching and t 

10 y matching only 

20 y matching and t 

11 1 and 10 

12 2 and 10 

21 1 and 20 

22 2 and 20 

 

 Probability to match gamma by VETO was defined as a ratio of number of events 

when cluster has had VETO status 11,12,21 or 22 to all selected events. 

 Most of channels have probability to match gamma by VETO less then 0.1%. But 

some of them have probability greater than 1%. These groups of modules have some 

regularity presented on fig. 1 in yellow color. 
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 Fig. 1. HyCal matrix (central part). Yellow zones – modules with higher 

probability to match gamma by VETO (zone 1), the rest – modules with low (less 1%) 

probability (zone 2).  

 Another group of modules (1335-1340, 1521, 1527, 1528, 1561, 1562, 1594, 

1595, 1596) have low statistics (less then 1K event) – therefore these 14 modules were 

excluded from analysis.  

  Probability to match gamma by VETO for different beam energy ranges (for 

energy less then 2.5 GeV, from 2.5 to 3.5 GeV and greater than 3.5 GeV) presented on 

fig. 2-7, and in the Table 2.  
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Fig. 2. Probability to match gamma by VETO for beam energy less then 2.5 GeV (area 

1). 

 

Fig. 3. Probability to match gamma by VETO for beam energy less then 2.5 GeV (area 

2). 
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Fig. 4. Probability to match gamma by VETO for beam energy less then 3.5  and greater 

than 2.5 GeV (area 1). 

 

 Fig. 5.  Probability to match gamma by VETO for beam energy less then 3.5  and 

greater than 2.5 GeV (area 2). 
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Fig. 6. Probability to match gamma by VETO for beam energy greater then 3.5 GeV 

(area 1). 

Fig. 7. Probability to match gamma by VETO for beam energy greater then 3.5 GeV  

(area 2). 
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Table 2. Average probability to match gamma by VETO for area 1 and 2 and for 

different beam energy ranges. 

 

 E < 2.5 GeV 2.5 GeV ≤ E < 3.5GeV E ≥ 3.5 GeV 

Area 1 (121 modules) 1.25 ± 0.09 % 2.46 ± 0.16 % 2.78 ± 0.15 % 

Area 2 (1021 modules) 0.04 ± 0.01 % 0.07 ± 0.03 % 0.08 ± 0.02 % 

All modules together 0.29 ± 0.03 % 

 

 Average probability for gamma to be matched by VETO (status 11,12,21,22) for 

all crystal modules is about 0.3%. 

 

 

 

2 Investigation of albedo matching   

 

 We have studied VETO hits distribution as a function of distance from beam. This 

information can be used to calculate VETO matching of one gamma quantum from pi0 

decay triggered by albedo from another gamma quantum of the same pi0 decay. To 

calculate this distance we used VETO hit coordinate corresponding to X and Y VETO 

plates intersection. This distribution can be used in the future Monte-Carlo to simulate 

exact VETO response. 



Fig. 8. Distribution of VETO hits distance from cluster. 
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 From the picture it is easy to see the region of direct VETO matching (0 to 10 

cm). Another part where distance greater than 10 cm corresponds to back splash or 

Compton scattering which occur before VETO. Value “-1” means that we don't have any 

signal in VETO. The average probability to get VETO hit induced by passing beam 

photon is about 0.2%.  

 

 All information about probability to match gamma by VETO for different energies 

for all HyCal modules can be found in the file: 

/home/vtarasov/VETO_study/direct_matching.txt  
 

 All information about VETO hit distribution by distance from gamma hit point on 

HyCal can be found in the file: 

 /home/vtarasov/VETO_study/albedo_distribution.txt 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 


